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(Gilbert, AZ)...For the past 20 years supernatural books have been made into
some of the biggest blockbuster movies of all time. It’s no wonder that Rivulet
Films acquired the movie rights to the “Fallen Academy,” a paranormal
romance, urban fantasy book series by author Leia Stone.

Rivulet Films’ Mike Witherill is betting that the strong female teen and 25-54
vampire market will transition over to this romantic, angels versus demons
movie concept. He said "Leia Stone is a brilliant author.  Knowing the film
industry's appetite for true franchise opportunities, Fallen Academy is a perfect
fit; we really feel it has the potential to be a tremendous hit in the vein of the
Twilight universe."

Ms. Stone explains that “when angels fell from the sky to war with the demons
that ravaged Earth, their combined powers infected humanity. Now, the humans
are assigned one of two fates, being either demon gifted or angel blessed.”
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Mike Witherill, known as producer of the megahit John Wick (the first movie),
and the critically acclaimed musical “Stuck,” and drama “Frontera,” will produce
the “Fallen Academy” movie. “We are so excited to partner with Leia on this
project,” said Witherill, “we believe that there is a tremendous interest in this
vast five book franchise especially given Leia's reader base world-wide.”

About Rivulet Films: Rivulet Film’s recent merger with Bio-Matrix Scientific
Group, Inc. to form Rivulet Media positioning their film productions using a
proprietary financing model to deliver studio quality star driven content more
affordably than larger production companies can with in-house production
teams. Bio-Matrix Scientific Group, Inc. is a development stage company
publicly traded OTC: BMSN.

About Leia Stone: Leia Stone is the USA TODAY bestselling author of the
“Matefinder” series, first published in 2014, with six other book series since. Her
most recent book series includes, “Daughter of Light”, “Titans Saga,”
“Supernatural Bounty Hunter,” “Dream Wars,” “Fallen Academy,” and “Dragons
and Druids.” She lives in Arizona with her husband, two kids and her dog.
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